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Who killed *̂ Abd Allah Al-Ghazza? A Murder Trial before a 
Nineteenth Century Egyptian Qadi, 

Rudolph Peters 

On 9 Sha<^ban, 1294 (19 August, 1877) a group of men, headed by Ahmad Abu Zahir, the 
^umda of the village Taha 1-Marj in the Daqahliyya Province in the Delta, moved along 
the Malaqa Canal (Tur'^at al-Malaqa) in order to find out why the water did uot reach their 
fields any more. At some distance from the village they passed by the estate C^izba) of 
'^Anbar Agha al-Asmar and Bashir Agha. Both were freedmen: <^Anbar had been the slave 
of the late Ahmad Bey Tabsaqli, former governor of al-Daqahliyya, whereas Bashlr Agha 
had first served the Khedive "^Abbas's (r. 1848-1854)1 mother as one of the palace eunuchs 
[aghawat al-saray) - which probably means that he was black^- and then Major 
[Binbashi) Ibrahim Efendi Jarkas, once the governor of al-<^Arish, who had manumitted 
lim. 

Near the estate, the villagers found a dam blocking the canal and diverting the water 
;o its lands. The ^^umda ordered one of the peasants in his company, ^̂ Abd Allah al-Ghazza, 
o descend into the canal and to cut the dam, thus restoring the village's normal water 
mpply. By then, however, a group black slaves or freedmen (their position is not clear as 
hey are called atba'^, retainers) from the estate had arrived armed with hatchets {balta) and 
iticks (nabbut). They tried to stop "̂ Abd Allah al-Ghazza from destroying the dam. In the 
msuing scuffle, <̂ Abd Allah's nose was hit and cut off b y a hatchet. Probably, as his 
jrother claimed later during the trial, he was also beaten up by them with their sticks. 

The news of the fray soon reached the village. When ^Abd Allah's brother, 
vluhammad al-Sha'^rawT, who had not been present at the fight, heard that his brother was 
eriously injured, he fetched the district doctor (hakim al-markaz), warned the authorities 
ind went to the scene of the fight, with the doctor and some others, probably members of 
he local council and/or policemen. They found ^Abd Allah al-Ghazza still alive, but in a 
)ad condition. The attackers had fled. After the doctor had examined him, <:Abd Allah was 
at on a camel and taken home, where he stayed in bed for two days. When his sitiiation 
leteriorated, he was taken to the government hospital (al-usbitaliyya al-miriyya) in al-
/lansura where he died on 11 Sha<^ban as a result of his wounds. 

The incident related above has been taken from a 19th cenmry collection of fatwa-s, 
ailed al-Fatawa l-Mahdiyya ff l-Waqal'^ al-Misriyyai by Muhammad al-'^Abbasi al-Mahdi 
1243/1827-1315/1897), who was for more than fifty years Hanafite mufti of Egypt 

•̂ Abbas Hilmi I, (b.l813), ruled Egypt from 1848 until his death in 1854. He was the son of Ahmad 
Tiisun (1793-1816) and the grandson of Muhammad '̂  All. 
Cf. G.Baer, 'Slavery and its Abolition", in G.Baer, Studies in the Social History of Modem Eevot. 
Chicago 1969, pp. 164. "̂̂ '̂  
7 vols. Cairo: al-Matba'̂ a al-Azhariyya. 1301-3 (Henceforth abbreviated as FM). The fatwa whose 
translation is given here is dated 1 Safar, 1295, vol. VI, pp.440-5. 

(Mufti l-Diyar al-Misriyya or Mufti l-sSda al-Hanafjyya)^ the highest authority to be 
consulted on questions regarding Islamic law. Volume 6 of this collection, witii the tiUe 
Kitab aJ-MahSdir wa-l-sijillat, deals with the law of procedure. These fatwa-s contain 
queries from Egyptian qadi-s concerning points of law and procedure about which they 
were in doubt, and the Mufti's answers. Since these queries are related to specific cases, 
and include the court records, examination of the fatwa-s enables us to see how Shari'̂ a 
justice worked in practice in 19th century Egypt. 

Here I shall present a translation of the fatwa concerning the abovementioned murder. 
This I do for two reasons: Firsdy in order to show the kind of social and historical 
information that this kind of legal documents can offer. And secondly in order to give 
some idea about how meticulously the Islamic law of homicide was applied in practice. 

The Islamic law of homicide^ is in essence private law. Prosecution for homicide 
depends on legal action of the victim's heirs. If they do not sue the murderer, he goes free. 
In tiie event that the murderer has killed intentionally and has used a generally lethal 
instrument (the two requirements for qatl ^amd according to the Hanafite school),^ he can 
be sentenced to death (qi?as). But this death sentence is conditional on the will of the heirs. 
If one of them pardons the murderer, the death sentence is not carried out and the 
murderer must pay bloodmoney (diya). The heirs may also settle with the defendant to 
pardon him for a consideration (sulh). 

In all other instances of homicide, i.e. in all instances of homicide that are not 
intentional or whereby no generally lethal instrument has been used, the victim's heirs are 
entitled to bloodmoney (diya) to be paid within three years. In case of intentional 
homicide, the culprit must pay the bloodmoney. Otherwise, i.e. in case of unintentional 
homicide, the liability is not his but falls upon his solidarity group C^aqila), unless the 
liability was based on the culprit's admission. However, 19th century Egyptian qadi-s often 
assumed that people did not have solidarity groups any more and would in most cases 
sentence the defendant instead of his '^aqila to payment of bloodmoney. For acts of 
homicide committed by a slave, his master is liable. He may either pay the bloodmoney. 

'^ He was MufS l-Diyar al-Misriyya from 1264/1847-8 until just before his death in 1315/1897. From 
1287/1870 he combined this fiinction with that of Shaykh al-Azhar. Cf. GAL SII, pp.740; JurjIZaydan, 
Tarajim mashahir ai-sharq fil-qam al-tasi'^ ^asbar, 2nd ed., Beirut, vol. II, pp.250-5; '̂ Ali Mubarak, Al-
Khitatal-Tawfiqiyya ai-Jadida, Bulaq 1306h, vol. XVII, pp.12; Gilbert Delanoue, Moralistes et politiques 
musulmans dans 1 'Egypte du XIXP siecle (1798-1882) (Le Caire, IFAO, 1982), pp. 168-84. 

^ For a more exhaustive treatment of the Islamic law of homicide, see Johann Krcm^rik, 'Beitfage zur 
Beleuchtung des islamitischen Strafrechts, mit Riicksicht auf Theorie und Praxis in der TUrkei", ZDMG 
58 (1904), pp.69-113, 317-360, 539-581. For its application in Egypt, see my 'Murder on the Nile: 
Homicide Trials in 19th Century EgypuanShari'^a Courts', forthcoming in Dre WeVt des/syami(1991). 

^ Criminal intent, according lo Hanafite doctrine, must be evident from the weapon or instrument used for 
the murder. Abii Hanifa has taiight that a sharp weapon or instrument, capable of severing limbs from the 
body, or fire must have been used, whereas, according to Shaybani and Abu Yusuf, the use of any lethal 
weapon or instrument is indicative of criminal intent. On the strength of a decree of the Viceroy 
(Khedive), dated Safar 1275 (1858), the Egyptian qadi-s had lo apply the latter opinion, not surprisingly 
in view of the many instances of homicide committed wiih the nabbUt, the long wooden stick Egyptian 
peasants usually cany with them. Cf. Amin SamI, Taqwim al-Nil. Cairo 1927-36, vol.3-1. pp.294-7,301; 
FM, vol.VI,p.l46(25 Ram., 1278); ibid. p.l47 (25 Ram., 1278). 
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or give the slave in payment to the heirs. The amount of bloodmoney for a free adult male 
had been fixed in 1858 by the Majlis al-Ahkam, the highest Egyptian judicial authority, at 
15.093,75 piaster. In order to appreciate the value of this amount one must compare it to 
the salaries (as fixed in 1876) of court clerks (750 to 2.000 piasters a month) or court 
servants like doormen (bawwab) and attendants (farrash) (150 piasters per montii).7 

It is obvious that, from the point of view of public security, the Sharr< â laws of 
homicide were not satisfactory for the State. Too much depended on the will of die 
plaintiffs and too often the strict Shari< â rules of evidence protected a culprit whose guilt 
was beyond doubt. Moreover, the State did not regard the obligation to pay bloodmoney in 
three years time as an adequate penalty for murder, especially not as tiie culprit was 
sometimes not able to fulfill his obligation^ and according to die Shari'^a nothing could be 
done against him. Therefore, the State used to intervene and to punish tiiose murderers 
who, for some reason or another, had escaped punishment by the qadi or whose 
punishment was not considered sufficiently severe. This was not opposed to the principles 
of Islamic law, since on die basis of ta'^zlr, the State had the right to make punishable any 
undesirable and sinful act. Already in the 17th century, the secular authorities in Egypt 
would punish murderers that could not be sentenced by the qadi because of the strict rules 
of evidence, but whose guilt was otherwise reasonably established.^ During the first half of 
die 19th century, the government would execute miu^derers if die qadi could not sentence 
tiiem to deatii because die plaintiff accepted a financial settlement.'0 

At die time of our case, there existed in Egypt a system of dual trial for homicide. 
Homicide cases would be dealt with in the provincial courts (majalis mahalliyya), in die 
presence of the qadi and the provincial mufti. First, in orfler to satisfy the claims of the 
next of kin, the case would be tried by the qadi according to the Shari<^a. After the qadi had 
passed sentence, the council would look into the case on the strength of secular laws. At 
the time of our case criminal matters were dealt with according to the Ottoman Penal 
Code (al-Qanuimameh al-Sultam"), which, with some modifications, had been introduced 
in Egypt in 1852.11 

'' Cf. Fnib Jallad, QamUs al-Idara wa-l-qada', Alexandria, 1890-4, vol.4, pp. 137-8. 
8 Sect. 21 of the Appendix to the Shaii'^a Com Ordinance (Dhayl Wihat al-Qudat, 11 Safar 1274/1858) ' ' 

reads: (...) "However, in some homicide cases it happens that the one who is sentenced to pay 
bloodmoney cannot pay it entirely or partially out of his own property and is sentenced to punishment 
according to the secular rules (wa-yuhkam ^alayb bi-1-jaza' basab al-nizam), or not sentenced as in the 
case of unintentional homicide (qaU al-khaU'). In all these instances the heirs do not have to pay legal 
fees." Text in Jallad, Qamus, vol.4, pp. 132-5. The fact that the ordinance has a special section for it, may 
indicate that it was a not uncommon phenomenon. 

^ Galal H.El-Nahal, The Judicial Administration of Ottoman Egypt in tiie Seventeenth Century, Minneapolis 1979, p.34. 

10 Cf. E.Wiane, Manners and Customs of the Modern Egyptians, Repr. London 1966, p. 108. 
11 Text in Ahmad Fathi Zaghliil, Al-Muhamat, Cairo 1318/1900), mulhaqat, p.157-178; Jallad, Qamus, vol.ii, 

p.90-102. For the history of this code, see G.Baer, 'Tanzimat in Egypt: The Penal Code', in G.Baer, 
Studies in the Social History of Modem Egypt, Chicago 1969, pp.119 ff. Forthedateof introduction, see 
Ehud R.Toledano, 'Law, Practice, and Social Reality: A Theft case in Cairo, 1854', in: Studies in Islamic 
Society. Contributions in Memory of Gabriel Baer. Ed. G.R.Warburg and G.G.Gilbar, Haifa 1984. p. 169. 
The new penal code, introduced in 1875, was probably never applied. Cf. Baer, a.c., p. 130. 

Who killed «Abd Allah Al-Ghazza? , 87 

The Qaniiraiameh al-SuItani contains a number of supplementary rules regarding 
homicide, many of them reflecting previous practice. The most important of these laid 
down that the secular authorities could sentence a murderer, who should have been 
condemned to death by the qadi, but was not because the victim's heirs had pardoned him 
or agreed to accept bloodmoney, to between 5 and 15 years of imprisonment, in addition 
to tiie financial obligation arising from the qadi's sentence.12 In case of unintentional 
homicide, the culprit could, under certain circumstances, in addition to payment of 
bloodmoney, be sentenced to banishment or a year of enchainment (al-wad'^ fi l-hadld)}^ 
Further, the Code gave rules with regard to accomplicity, a topic for which the Hanafite 
madhhab lays down rather complicated and impractical precepts. 

In order to start the proceedings before die qadi, the victim's widow asked his brother 
to represent her and her husband's four minor children, together his only heirs. Nine days 
after her husband's decease she gave her brother-in-law power of attorney before the qadi 
of al-Man§ura and three days later the Guardianship Board {Majlis Hasbi)^^ appointed him 
as a guardian over the four minor children. Then, as a plaintiff, he sued on tiieir behalf 
'^Anbar Agha, one of the owners of the estate, before die qadi. The defendant, however, 
denied die claim and pleaded diat he had not even been present at the fight As usual, the 
plaintiff was given some delay to seek and bring his wimesses. 

It is not improbable that the plaintiff in our case did not know who precisely had 
killed ^Abd Allah. But by suing one of the inhabitants of the adjacent estate, he made sure 
that he did not forfeit his right to start the qasama procedure. According to Hanafite law, 
if a body is found showing marks of violence and die murderer cannot be found, the 
owner of die house or die land where die body has been found, or die inhabitants of a 
neighbouring village, if the body was found on communal land or land widiout an owner, 
can be made to swear fifty oadis {qasama) diat diey have not killed die victim and do not 
know who has committed die murder and are then collectively liable to pay die 
bloodmoney. However, the heirs of the victim forfeit this right if they first sue someone 
else. 

The Islamic rules of procedure are not very complicated, but sometimes rather 
formal. The plaintiff, often representing, as in diis case, a group of people, summons die 
defendant to the court. After die claim has been presented in the presence of die defendant, 
the qadi must decide whether die claim is admissible (fusmaO or noL If it is, he asks die 
defendant to answer die claim. In case die defendant admits of die facts presented by die 
plaintiff, die claim is awarded. If he denies, die plaintiff is usually given respite to produce 

12 Chapter 1. art II. 
13 Chapter 1, art. 13. 
1'* The Majalis Hasbiyya were instituted in 1873 in order to supervise the fmancial affairs of orphans and 

those placed under legal restraint. If a man died leaving minor children, without having appointed a 
guardian by will the Majlis Hasbi, in the presence of the qadi, would appoint one. Art. 16 of the Decree 
No 178, of 16 Rabi<: 1,1290. Text in Amin Sami, Taqwim ai-Nil, Cairol927-36. vol. ui-3, pp. 1069-73. 
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evidence to substantiate his claim. In Islamic law, this means two male or one male and 
two female Muslim witnesses of good reputation CadT). 

However, in murder cases where the defendant's death is alstake, only male wimesses 
are allowed. During die session where die witnesses give dieir testimonies, die claim and 
die plea are presented again. In case die plaintiff succeeds in producing sufficient evidence 
and the wimesses are passed as being of good reputation, his clam is awarded. Otherwise, 
the qadi imposes die oath of innocence on the defendant If the latter takes die oadi, the 
claim is dismissed. However, such a judgement has no authority of res judicata. If the 
plaintiff still finds legal proof, he can bring action again against die defendant. 

A few days after the first session, .Muhamjnad al-Sha'̂ rav.i came to die court house 
and made a deposition in the presence of four wimesses to the effect diat he could not 
substantiate his claim against "̂ Anbar Agha and diat now he wanted to sue a certain Shakir 
al-SQdanl, the manumitted slave of Bashlr Agha, one of the owners of die estate. 
Evidendy, diis Shakir had been arrested as a result of police investigation. In prison, 
Shakir had confessed to having hit <̂ Abd Allah al-Ghazza with his hatchet. Such a 
confession, however, is in itself of no value in die Shari^a trial The confession must be 
repeated by die defendant during die court session or be proven by wimesses who were 
present during police interrogation. 

The Shari<̂ a does not know an office of public prosecution'^ where evidence for die 
session can be prepared, and, in theory, it is the task of the plainiiff to find eyewitnesses to 
the crime and bring them to court or to obtain a confession of the defendant, in order to be 
able to prove all relevant facts during die court session.,In practice, of course, die State 
would take care of that The inquest was in die hands of die local administrative 
authorities. A law of 1871 laid down diat diis was primarily die responsibility of die 
vdlage councils, village shaykhs and die disdict police officers. They were in charge of die 
investigation, the hearing of witnesses and die arrest and interrogation of suspects. 16 When 
the case was proven, diey would Q-ansfer it to the regional court few trial. 

In view of Shakir's confession to having murdered "̂ Abd Allah, Muhammad al-
Sha'̂ rawT had to drop his charges against <̂ Anbar Agha and to sue Shakir. But here he found 
formal obstacles on his padi. A plaintiff is not permitted to coniradict his original claim, 
on pain of non-admittance of his new claim. This is what happened. When, during die 
next session, die plaintiff changed his claim, die case was referred to die provincial mufti 
for consultation. This midti asserted diat diis new claim was not admissible and diat, in 

Cf. E.Tyan, HistoiredeI'organisadonjudiciaireenpaysd'islam, 2e6d. Leiden I960,p.601. 
Decree 172 of 25 Jum. I, 1288 (1871) laid down the procedure to be followed in case of the detection of a 
heavy crime. The village council (majlis al-balad) had to notify immedialcly the district police officer. 
Awaiting his arrival, they and the village shaykhs were responsible for the arrest of the suspect and the 
investigation of the crime. The police officer had to come to the place of the crime with one or more 
members of the district council (majlis al-markaz), and, if necessary, a docioror a deputy qadi (nayib [sic] 
s/iar9. They would then finish the investigation and the interrogation of wimesses together with the 
village council. Notes of the depositions of the wimesses and a report had lo be sent to the district council, 
who would transfer the papers to the provincial administration (mudiriyya), to be sent finally to the 
provincial council (majlis maballT) for trial, (Ch. 1, section 43; see also ch. 3, section 7 and ch. 4, section 
2). Text in Ahmad FathI ZaghlQI, Al-Muhamat, Cairo 1318/1900, Mulhaqatpp. 181-206. 

VWK) kUled <̂ Abd Allah Al-Ghazza? 

order to protect the rights of die minor heirs, a new guardian had to be appointed to act as 
a plaintiff in die case against Shakir al-Sudanl. The qadi pronounced judgement 
accordingly and the Guardianship Board appointed a public letterwriter as die new 
guardian to die children. Thereupon die dial could be resumed. The new plaintiff put 
forward his claim against Shakir. The day before die trial Bashir Agha had made a 
deposition to die effect diat he had manumitted Shakir. This liberated him from any 
responsibility for Shakir's deeds, since die owner of a slave is liable to paying the 
bloodmoney for crimes perpettated by his slave or, alternatively, handing him over to die 
creditor. Shakir pleaded that he had killed the victim unintentionally (khata'^), hinted at 
self-defence and requested that die plaintiff produce evidence for diose parts of his claim 
not covered by his, die defendant's, admission. This die plaintiff could not, so diat the 
facts of die case were proven by the admission of the defendant. It is somewhat curious 
diat Shakir's plea of self-defence was not taken into account Perhaps the judge, knowing 
more details of die fight, did not take this plea serious. 

Part of a trial for murder is a decree establishing die victim's death and identifying 
die heirs. Evidence to this effect was given by two wimesses from die village of Taha 1-
Marj, produced by the plaintiff. After die good reputation of diese wimesses had been 
established by other wimesses - no doubt professional ones whose good reputation did not 
have to be esublished whenever diey appeared in court - , die qadi issued die necessary 
decree. Thereupon die plaintiff repeated his claim and die defendant his plea. At diat 
moment everything was ready for die final verdict However, in murder cases die highest 
Egyptian Mufti was often consulted before passing die final judgement His fatwa would 
be binding for the judge and die parties.l^ 

The following questions were laid before him: What is the position of the victim's 
wife? Is she affected by die judgement against her attorney so diat she cannot sue her 
husband's murderer? And if that is the case, does diat mean that die question of whether 
capital punishment can be demanded depends only of die will of die victim's children? For 
dien die judgement about die application of deadi punishment (qisas) must be deferred 
until the children have come of age, as opposed to the situation where at least one of the 
heirs is an adult. 

In his response, die Mufti first answers anodier question, diat of whedier diere were 
terms for demanding capital punishment In his view there were none, since, according to 
the opinion widiin the Hanafite School followed in Egypt, a confession of homicide not 
mentioning criminal intent - evidendy the mufti only took into account the defendant's 
plea as presented during the last session which did not mention die word khata' - must be 

17 Art. 21 of the Shari< â Courts Ordinance of 1856 (La'ihat al-Qudat) laid down that "as a precaution against 
errors in [applying] the rules of the Shari'̂ a, the qadi should consult the ^ulama' and ask their fatwa-s in 
difficult cases and not form his opinion independently." (Text in Jallad, QamOs, vol. 4, pp.129-32) Art 22 
of the Shari^a Courts Ordinance of 1880 made it obligatory for the qadis to consult the local mufu-s in 
problematic cases. If the problem could not be solved, the case was laid before the MufS l-Diyar al-
Misriyya whose fatwa was binding. (Text in Jallad, QamUs, vol.4, pp. 145-56) This probably reflected 
existing pracdce. Cf. Al-Fatawa l-Islamiyya min Dar al-Ifta' al-Misriyya, vol.X. Cairo 1404/1983, 
pp.3656-7. 
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interpreted as a confession to unintentional murder. It is not clear, however, why he did 
not go into the plea of self-defence. Secondly, he stated diat the victim's wife had been 
excluded from the trial because of the first plaintiff's introduction of contradictory claims. 

The final judgement passed by die qadi is not included in die record. But unless die 
parties agreed to a settlement, it must have been a sentence against die defendant to pay 
bloodmoney to die plaintiff in his capacity as guardian to the victim's minor children in 
three years time. As the sentence was founded on the defendant's admittance, his '^Sqila was 
not liable. The victim's wife, whose portion was one eighth, being excluded, the children 
would get seven eighth of the legal amount of bloodmoney of 15.093,75 piaster. It is 
likely that the council looked into die case after die qadi's verdict. The outcome is difficult 
to guess and may have been anything between one and fifteen years' imprisonment 
depending on whedier the council, not being bound by the strict Islamic rules of evidence, 
regarded die murder as unintentional, as die qadi did, or intentional.18 

TRANSI.ATION 

riNTRODUCnONI . 

In a missive (ifSda) from die Muhafaza of Cairo dated 25 Muharram, 1295 [30 
January, 1878] containing a request to state the legal position (al-hukm al-shar^ con
cerning the following court proceedings, [which missive was sent] on the strength of [a 
letter] from the Majlis [of the govemorate, mudiriyya] of al-Mansiira, conform to the 
wish of His Lx)rdship the qadi of al-Mansura, [the mufti l-Diyar al-Misriyya] was asked to 
issue a fatwa. The contents of die missive are as follows: 

In the Majlis of al-Mansiira, in die presence of its honourable members and His 
Eminence the mufti of the govemorate (mudiriyya), 

fIDENTIHCATION OF THE PLAINTIFF] 

Muhammad al-Sha'̂ rawi, son 19 of die late ^Abd Allah al-Ghazza ibn Ahmad al-
Ghazza, from Taha 1-Maij,20 Daqahliyya, 

18 Cf. notes 12 and 13. 
19 The word ibn is translated as "son" if spelled with an alif Otherwise I have left it without translation, 

regarding it as part of the proper name. 
20 f All Mubarak, Khitat, vol. 12, p.31: A village in the province of al-Daqahliyya, district Mit Ghamr, 2 km 

S.E. of the village Sanfa and 2.3 km East of the village Itmida. It has a Friday mosque. 

fLEGAL REPRESENTATION OF THE HEIRS] 

[acting], as mentioned hereimder, on the strength of his legal representation (wikala) 
of die woman Fatima, daughter of hajj Ahmad Mansiir, son of die late Ahmad Mansur, 
from die aforementioned [village of] Taha, wife of die deceased ^Abd Allah al-Ghazza, 
mentioned hereunder, who has given him [Muhammad al-Sha'̂ rawi], as mentioned 
hereunder, power of attorney before His Lordship (MawlanS) the judge (hakim) here 
present, on the strength of a legal notification (i^lam shai^i) issued by the Court of al-
Mansiira dated 20 Sha'̂ ban, 1294 and sealed by His Lordship die judge here present, 

and on the strength of his guardianship {wisaya) over die minor children of his 
brother, the aforementioned deceased ^Abd Allah al-Ghazza, to wit Muhammad, Siteta, 
Khadra, and Fatima, awarded to him by die Guardianship Board of die govemorate of al-
Daqahliyya according to a legal notification dated 23 Sha'̂ ban, 1294, 

sued 

[IDENTIFICATION OF THE DEFENDANT] 

<̂ Anbar Agha I-Asmar, present widi him in Court, die manumitted slave of the late 
Ahmad Bey Tabsaqli, former governor of al-Daqahliyya, 

[THE CLAIM] 

claiming 
that the defendant has land (atyan) on the territory of the [village of] Taha, 
diat die defendant, on 9 Sha'̂ ban, 1294 (19 August, 1877), had made a dam in die 

Malaqa Canal (Tur^at al-Malaqa), which runs over the territories of Qarmiit, al-Hî sa, and 
Taha, so that the water would nm down on his lands, 

that thereupon Ahmad Abii Zahir, the ^umda of Taha, had arrived at die 
aforementioned dam, accompanied by ^Abd Allah al-Ghazza, brodier of the plaintiff, the 
propositus of his [die plaintiff's] mandator {muwakkila) and the aforementioned minors, 
die son of die late '̂  Abd Allah al-Ghazza, die son of hajj Ahmad al-Ghazza, 

diat Ahmad Abu Zahir had ordered '̂ Abd Allah al-Ghazza to descend into die canal 
and cut die dam, since it prevented the water from running down on die lands of the 
aforementioned village [Taha], 

diat die <̂ Abd Allah al-Ghazza had descended into the canal and begun to cut die dam, 
diat at diat time die defendant ^Anbar Agha had been present, accompanied by his 

retainers (atba'^, die Sudanese '̂ Abd al-Rahman, Sa'̂ Td, Bakhit, and Rayhan, [and also] <̂A1I 
al-Ghaimam al-SudanI, Jabr, "̂ Isa, and "̂ Abd Rabbih, 

diat when ^Abd Allah al-Ghazza had set out to cut die dam, die defendant <̂ Anbar 
Agha had hit him intentionally and without just cause (^amd^ ^udwan^) with an iron 
hatchet (balta), which he had held in his hand, on his nose, had cut it, and broken its bone, 
and diat it had bled. 
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diat he had ordered die aforementioned persons who were with him, to descend into 
the canal and finish him off, 

diat they had all descended in it, each of them holding a hardwood stick (nabbut min 
al-shum) in his hand, 

that then they had all beaten him with their sticks and had ran away, 
that until diis moment no information could be obtained about their whereabouts, 
that when die plaintiff had heard the news, he had gone diere widi the doctor of the 

district (markaz) and some company, 
that they had found '̂ Abd Allah al-Ghazza alive, 
that he had been examined by the doctor, 
that his brodier, the plaintiff, had sat him on a camel and taken him to his home in 

the village of Taha, where he had stayed two nights in bed, 
that afterwards he had taken him to the govemorate in »1-Mansiira, where he was 

admitted to the state hospital (al-usbltaliyya al-miriyya), where he had spient one night, 
that he had died on 11 Sha'̂ ban as a result of the fact that the defendant, "̂ Anbar Agha, 

had hit him intentionally and widiout just cause with the afoimientioned hatchet on his 
nose, 

that he has no heirs except his aforementioned wife and children. 

The plaintiff demanded that the defendant be held legally responsible for this and that 
he answer to it [the claim]. 

[THE PLEA] 

The defendant was requested [by die qadi] to answer to this. He denied diat he had hit 
the victim (al-mudda'^a bi-shaiiihi) with a hatchet, diereby killing him. He stated diat he 
had not been present when die dam had been cut and demanded that die plaintiff produce 
evidence to substantiate his claim. 

[CHANGE OF CLAIM] 

[The plaintiff] promised to do so and then they went away. Some time later the 
plaintiff appeared [in court] and stated that he was unable to substantiate his claim against 
the defendant "̂ Anbar Agha, diat he would sue widi the same claim Shakir al-SudanI, [at 
present] imprisoned in the prison of the govemorate, as the latter had confessed to having 
hit '̂ Abd Allah al-Ghazza, die plaintiff's brodier, widi a hatchet, and diat he, [die plaintiff] 
was unable to substantiate his aforementioned claim against ^Anbar Agha2i. This took 
place in die presence of ^Ali Salih ibn Salih Muhammad, who used to be employed by die 
late Sadiq Efendi, vice-governor (wakil mucSriyya) of al-Daqahliyya, ^AllSalama, die son 

Repetidon in the Arabic text probably due to a lapse of the court cleric 
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of the late Salama Husayn from the village of al-Khallj, and Subayh Suwaylim, the son of 
Suwaylim Siraj al-DIn from Bashalush. 

Later the plaintiff and guardian Muhammad al-Sha'̂ rawi and the defendant "̂ Anbar 
Agha appeared [again], togedier with Shakir al-Sudam", who is of age and in full 
possession of his mental facidties (baligh, '^aqil, rashid), retainer of Bashlr Agha, one of die 
palace eunuchs (aghawat saray) of the regretted mother of the late '̂ Abbas Pasha, former 
wall of Egypt. The plaintiff declared diat he was unable to substantiate his claim against 
the defendant <̂ Anbar Agha, that he [dierefore] retracted his claim and diat the one who 
kdled '̂ Abd Allah al-Ghazza, die proposims of the plaintiff's wards (mahijlr), was this 
Shakir al-Sudanl. He sued him [therefore] claiming 

that diis Shakir had, intentionally and widiout just cause, hit '̂ Abd Allah al-Ghazza ibn 
"̂ Abd Allah ibn Ahmad from the village of Taha with die sharp of an iron hatchet with a 
wooden grip, on his nose, and consequendy had cut it and broken its bone, and that it had 
bled, 

that that had taken place on 9 Sha'̂ ban, 1294, when '̂ Abd Allah was destroying a dam 
built by f Anbar Agha in die canal known as die Malaqa Canal, intended for the irrigation 
of the lands of Taha and other [villages], 

that the aforementioned <̂ Abd Allah had become ill and had to take to his bed until he 
had died on 11 Sha^ban of the same year, as a result of die fact diat the defendant had hit 
[him] intentionally, since it [die instrument] was lethal,22 with the sharp of a hatchet, 

that his only heirs are his wife Fatima, die daughter of Ahmad Mansiir, whom I 
represent here (muwakkilati)^, and his minor children, my wards,24 Muhammad, Siteta, 
Khadra, and Fatima 

that diis Shakir has voltmtarily admitted diat he had hit the aforementioned victim 
with die sharp of a hatchet and that he had killed him. 

[Therefore] l25 demand diat diis defendant be held legally responsible for this and 
request diat he answer to it [diis claim]. 

[CASE REFERRED TO THE MUFTI OF THE GOVERNORATE] 

Thereupon the case was referted to His most learned Eminence (hadraC al-^allima) 
the mufti of die govemorate to answer die question of whether or not diis claim from diis 
plaintiff is admissible after his first claim. He gave die following fatwa: 

Praise to God alone. Since it has been established that diis plaintiff has confi-adicted 
himself in diis claim, his [new] claim will not be admitted and he must be 
interdicted from putting it forward and from suing (mu'^arada) both defendants. 
Someone else must be appointed as a guardian over die minors to take legal action 

22 Sec note 6. 
23 The change of person is due to a lapse of the court clerk. 
24 See note 23. 
25 See note 23. 
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(li-1-da'^wa wa-1-mutSlaba) concerning die killing of their proposittis so that dieir 
rights will be protected. But God knows best. 

ICLAIM NOT AD.MITTED, APPOINTMENT OF NEW GUARDIAN TO ACT AS 
PLAINTIFF] 

V/e [the qadi of al-Mansura] then informed the plaintiff diat his claim was not 
admissible since it had been established that he, as written above, had contradicted himself 
in this claim. We have interdicted him from putting forward the aforementioned claim 
and from suing (mu'^irada) both <̂ Anbar Agha and Shakir. We have passed judgement 
(hukm shar'l) against him and written to die Majhs [al-Mudiriyya] that a missive be sent 
to the Mudiriyya in order diat the Guardianship Board convene to choose a guardian to 
present die claim (da'^wa) [on behalf of the victim's minor children]. Then the 
Guardianship Board convened, chose Mustafa 1-̂ AmritI, puWic letterwriter (^arduhalji) in 
al-Man§iira, the son of <̂ Ali al-<̂ Amriti from al-MansQra, to be guardian to the afore
mentioned minors to put forward the claim (da^wi) and conduct legal proceedings 
(murafa'^a) on their behalf, and decided accordingly. Thereupon we nominated and 
appointed him as legal guardian from our part to the aforementioned minors Muhammad, 
Siteta, Khadra, and Fatima, children of the late "̂ Abd Allah al-Ghazza, mentioned before, 
to conduct the proceedings and to put forward the claims and demands (li-l-murafa'^a wa-I-
da^wa wa-1-mutalaba) concerning the killing of their fadier. He accepted this in court. This 
took place after his suitability (Hyaqa) for it had been established by statements of Ahmad 
al-MinshawT, die son of die late Mahmud al-Minshawi and Qinawi Khain, die son of 
Khalll Shukri, from al-Mansiira. 

[INTRODUCTION OF NEW PLAINTIFF AND NEW DEFENDANT] 

Then die aforementioned guardian Mustafa 1-̂ Ainrifi appeared with Shakir al-SOdanl, 
who is of legal age and in full possession of his mental faculties (baligh, ^aqil, rashid), 
retainer of the aforementioned Bashlr Agha, present with him in court, who has been 
completely manumitted (mu^taq ^tcf munjaz^) by die late Major (Binbashi) Ibrahim 
Efendi Jarkas, former governor (muhaEz) of al-^Arish, and who [i.e. Bashir Agha], 
according to his admission (iqraf) made in court on the same day, has confirmed the fact 
that he has previously, out of his free will, completely manumitted Shakir. The identity of 
these persons and the fact that bodi Shakir and Bashir Agha are free and in the full 
possession of dieir mental faculties (rashid) was established by the testimonies of Subayh 
Suwaylim from the village of BashalGsh, Daqahliyya, son of Suwaylim Siraj, and Faraj 
Salman Bunducijl al-Simsar from al-Jamaliyya in Cairo. 
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[NEW CLAIM] 

Then die guardian Mustafa l-<̂ Aniriti sued Shakir al-Sudani claiming 
that die defendant had acted illegally (ta'^adda) against <̂Abd Allah al-Ghazza, a male 

of legal age and in full possession of his mental faculties (baligh, rashid) from the village 
of Taha 1-Marj, Daqahliyya, the son of "̂ Abd Allah al-Ghazza ibn Ahmad al-Ghazza, when 
he was destroying a dam diat ^Anbar Agha, here present in court, had made in a canal 
known as the Malaqa Canal, situated on the lands of village of Taha and other villages in 
die Mudiriyya of al-Daqahliyya, 

that he had intentionally and without just cause (^amd^ wa-'^udwan^) dealt to him 
diree successive deadly blows on the right side of his nose with the sharp of an iron hatchet 
with a wooden grip with the intention to kill him and the purpose to destroy him, 

that diereby his nose had been cut, its bone had been broken, and diat it had bled, 
that diat had taken place on 9 Sha'̂ ban, 1294, 
that the aforementioned ^Abd Allah had become ill and had had to take to his bed 

until he had died on the 1 Idi of die same mondi, as a result of the blows the defendant had 
dealt to [him] with the sharp of die iron hatchet, intentionally and without just cause 
because it [the instrument] was ledial, 

diat the heirs of die victim '̂ Abd Allah al-Ghazza are his wife Fatima, daughter of 
Ahmad Mansiir from the aforementioned village of Taha, for one eighth [of die estate] as 
her Koranic share, and his minor children, Muhammad and Siteta bora to him by his 
repudiated wife Husna, die daughter of Faraj KhalTl from die [same] village, and Khadra 
and Fatima, bora to him by his aforementioned wife [i.e. Fatima], for the remainder [of 
the estate], and that there are no heirs except them, 

that die defendant, after die deadi of die aforementioned victim, had confessed diat he 
was die one who had killed him and who had hit him intentionally and widiout just cause 
Camd^ wa-^udwan^) with die iron hatchet, 

that d[us confession had been given voluntarily while [the defendant] was legally in a 
state of healdi (wa-huwa 5sihhatihi al-mu'^tabara shar^^). 

[Therefore] die plaintiff and guardian demanded that die defendant be held legally 
responsible for dus and diat he answer to it [the claim]. 

[THE DEFENDANT'S ADMISSION] 

The [defendant] was requested [by die qadi] to answer to diis [claim]. Thereupon he 
answered 

that on 9 Sha^ban, 1294 Ahmad Zahir, die "̂ umda of Taha I-Marj, had come with a 
group to the aforementioned Malaqa Canal close by the estate of ^Anbar Agha and Bashlr 
Agha, here present in court, on which the defendant lived, 

that the '̂ umda and his company had come in order to destroy a dam buUt in the 
aforementioned canal to divert its water to die lands of the aforementioned estate, 
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diat <̂ Abd Allah al-Ghazza, who is mentioned in the plaintiff's claim, had been among 
those who had arrived with die <̂ umda 

that a quarrel had broken out between those who had come and the inhabitants of the 
estate, 

that they had come to blows with each odier, 
that among them <̂Abd Allah al-Ghazza had threatened [him] with a hard wooden 

stick, which he had held in his hand, 
diat he had attacked die defendant with the intention to hit him, 
that die defendant had held in his hand an iron hatchet with a wooden handle, 
that he had lifted it in his hand in order to scare "̂ Abd Allah off, 
that his hand had been unsteady and diat therefore the sharp of the hatchet had 

unintentionally (khata'^) hit'̂ Abd AUiih al-Ghazza's nose, 
there thereby <̂ Abd Allah's nose had been cut off and that its bone had broken and diat 

it had bled, 
that '̂  Abd Allah al-Ghazza had died two days later as a result of this blow, 
that die defendant had diereby not intended to kill "̂ Abd Allah nor to eliminate him, 

but diat this had happened by mistake (khata' ^ ) , without any intent to kill '̂ Abd Allah, 
and tiiat he denied anything beyond this and that he required die plaintiff to produce 

evidence for that which the defendant had denied. 

The plaintiff promised to do so and went away. 

[EVIDENCE PRODUCED BY THE PLAINTIFF] 

Later Mustafa l-<̂ Amrifl, plaintiff and guardian, and the defendant Shakir appeared 
again. The plaintiff had brought BasyiinI al-Safati, die son of Sulayman al-Safati, and 
Salama Qindll, the son of Qindil al-Safati, inhabitants of the village (nahiya) of Taha 1-
Marj. At the request of die plaintiff [the qadi] asked them to testify and thereupon both of 
diem testified separately in die presence of die defendant saying: "I testify (ashhad) 

diat ^Abd Allah al-Ghazza ibn Ahmad al-Ghazza, inhabitant of the village (nahiya) of 
Taha 1-Marj, Daqahliyya, has died, 

that his only heirs are his wife Fatima, die daughter of Ahmad Mansur ibn Ahmad 
Man§iir, inhabitant of same village, and his minor children Muhammad and Siteta, bora to 
him by his divorced wife Husna, the daughter of Faraj Khalll, from die same village, and 
Fatima and Khadra, bom to him by his aforementioned wife Fatima, and diat he has no 
heirs except them, that that is what I know and what I testify." 

[JUDGEMENT WITH REGARD TO THE VICTIM'S DECEASE AND HERITAGE] 

The defendant has not expressed any opposition against their testimony. Then dieir 
good reputation was legally put to test (zukkiya wa-^uddila), fint secredy dien publicly, by 
the testimony of al-Sayyid Hammad from Sanfa, the son of '̂ Isawi Hammad, and 
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Muhammad Daghir from Damas, die son of '̂ Abd al-Rahman Daghir. Thereupon, in die 
presence of the defendant, we [die qadi] passed judgement in favour of the plaintiff, to the 
effect diat die aforementioned <̂Abd Allah al-Ghazza has deceased and diat his only heirs 
are his aforementioned wife and children. 

[REINTRODUCTION OF PLAINTIFF'S CLAIM] 

After diat the plaintiff presented die same claim against die defendant as before, read 
in the presence of the defendant his previous claim word for word as recorded above, and 
demanded that die defendant be held legally responsible for diis and that he answer to it 
[die claim]. The [defendant] was requested [by die qadi] to answer to diis [claim]. 

[REPETITION OF DEFENDANT'S PLEA] 

Thereupon he answered 
diat die deceased <̂ Abd Allah al-Ghazza, die father of the minors who are under die 

plaintiff's guardianship, had hit [him], die defendant, widi a hard wooden stick which he 
had held in his hand, when he had been present in order to open a dam in die canal, 

diat thereupon he had hit him on his nose widi die sharp of an iron hatchet, which he 
had held in his hand, 

diat <̂ Abd Allah al-Ghazza's nose had been cut off and diat he had been bedridden 
until he died two days later. 

[QUESTIONS SUBMITTED TO THE MUFTI] 

[It is requested diat] diat His Lordship (Mawlana), die Shaykh al-IslSm, MufS l-Diyar 
al-Misriyya look into diis case (haditha) and inform [us] of die legal position (al-hukm al-
shar^ [especially] widi regard to [the following questions]: 

Is die judgement against die first plaintiff interdicting him to put forward his claim, 
because of him having conttadicted himself, also a judgment against his mandator 
(muwakkilatuhu, i.e. <̂ Abd Allah al-Ghazza's wife Fatima), so diat she is not entided to 
proceed against die second defendant, even if the claim does not mention that he is a fully 
mandated representative (wakil mufawwad), [but] on die ground diat die legal notification 
(i'^lam'p-6 states that she has given him full and unrestricted power of attorney (tawkil 
'^amm mutlaq mufawwad) entmsting him to speak, decide, and act for her, which is not 
mentioned in the claim? 

If die victim's wife, who has given power of attorney to his brodier widi regard to die 
claim, is interdicted from bringing forward [her] claim in pursuance of die judgement to 
dial effect against her representative, is it dien possible, after die minors have come of age 

26 This must be the legal notification (/Qa>n shar^ issued by the Court of al-Mansiira dated 20 Sha'T)an, 
1294, which is mentioned in the very beginning. 
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and upon their demand, that die defendant be sentenced to deadi (yuhkam bi-l-qi?3^) on 
the strength of his admission [contained] in his answer to the claim? 

What is the legal position according to the law of God, Who is elevated? Please advise 
[us] of the answer. 

THE ANSWER 

The second defendant's admission, in this manner, is a general admission of having 
killed someone with a sharp instmment and does not expressly mention criminal intent 
C^amdiyya). According to Abu Yusuf's opinion, which is nowadays followed, such a 
general admission is taken as an admission of unintentional [homicide] (khata) unless [the 
defendant] mentions criminal intent Now, if criminal intent is not proven, the one who 
has admitted [homicide] is only liable to bloodmoney (diya) on the strengdi of what was 
mentioned above. 

[This liability depends] on die request of die guardian and on the request of the wife. 
However, as she has been interdicted from putting forward a claim because her attorney 
had contradicted himself during the proceedings by suing subsequendy two different 
defendanls for Ihe same murder, [her request only counts] in case the defendant endorses 
the claim that he is the one who has killed her propositus in this way, since a contradiction 
is eliminated by die endorsement of the opposing party. 

The guardian is entitled to take the bloodmoney for the orphans, or conclude a 
transaction (liulh) for the same amount. The obligation arising out of .such a transaction is 
an ininicdiatc one, as required by a contract if no delay is stipulated, contrary to the 
obligation to pay bloodmoney arising out of die homicide itself if no transaction has been 
concluded. For |in diat case payment] is in three years, as stated by the authoritative works 
of die iiiadhh.ib. 

The guardian has no power to demand retaliation (qifif), assuming that that which 
necessitates it is proven. Therefore, even if he should produce witnesses to prove 
intentional homicide or tlie defendant's confession to it, no sentence of retaliation can be 
passed in this case, because the important point (falda) widi regard to a sentence of 
retaliation is that it must fully satisfy all necessary conditions. This is not die case here as 
the guardian has no power to demand it and the wife's opposition (khu^uma) in order to 
(be allowed) to produce evidence for it [= her claim] will not be admitted because of the 
contradiction [between the two subsequent claims put forward by her attorney]. Actually, 
only if the defendant admits intentional homicide and the wife endorses this, is she entided 
to demand retaliation before the minors have come of age, on the strengdi of one of both 
possible ways [of reasoning] based on die Imam [Abu lllanlfaj's opinion. But God, Who is 
exalted, knows best. 
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